External cluster validity indices (CVIs) are used to quantify the quality of a clustering by comparing the similarity between the clustering and a ground truth partition. However, some external CVIs show a biased behaviour when selecting the most similar clustering. Users may consequently be misguided by such results. Recognizing and understanding the bias behaviour of CVIs is therefore crucial.
by such results. Recognizing and understanding the bias behaviour of CVIs is therefore crucial.
It has been noticed that some external CVIs exhibit a preferential bias towards a larger or smaller number of clusters which is monotonic (directly or inversely) in the number of clusters in candidate partitions. This type of bias is caused by the functional form of the CVI model. For example, the popular Rand Index (RI) exhibits a monotone increasing (NCinc) bias, while the Jaccard Index (JI) index suffers from a monotone decreasing (NCdec) bias. This type of bias has been previously recognized in the literature.
In this work, we identify a new type of bias arising from the distribution of the ground truth (reference) partition against which candidate partitions are compared. We call this new type of bias ground truth (GT) bias. This type of bias occurs if a change in the reference partition causes a change in the bias
Introduction
Clustering is one of the fundamental techniques in data mining, which helps users explore potentially interesting patterns in unlabeled data. Cluster analysis has been widely used in many areas, ranging from bioinformatics [1] and market segmentation [2] to information retrieval [3] and image processing [4] . 5 However, depending on different factors, e.g., different clustering algorithms, initializations, parameter settings (the number of clusters c), many alternative candidate partitions might be discovered for a fixed dataset.
Cluster validity measures are used to quantify the goodness of a partition.
Many CVIs have been proposed and successfully used for this task [5, 6] . These 10 measures can be generally divided into two types: internal and external. If the data are labeled, the ground truth partition can be used with an external CVI to explore the match between candidate and ground truth partitions. Since the labeled data may not correspond to clusters proposed by any algorithm, we will refer groups in the ground truth as subsets, and algorithmically proposed groups as clusters. When the data are unlabeled (the real case), an important post-clustering question is how to evaluate different candidate partitions. This job falls to the internal CVIs. One of the most important uses of the external CVIs is to evaluate the comparative quality of internal CVIs on labeled data [7] , so that in the real case, some confidence can be placed in a chosen internal CVI 20 to guide us towards realistic clusters found in unlabeled data. This article is focused on external CVIs.
External CVIs (or comparison measures), are often interpreted as similarity (or dissimilarity) measures between the ground truth and candidate partitions.
The ground truth partition, which is usually generated by an expert in the 25 data domain, identifies the primary substructure of interest to the expert. This partition provides a benchmark for comparison with candidate partitions. The general idea of this evaluation methodology is that the more similar a candidate is to the ground truth (a larger value for the similarity measure), the better this partition approximates the labeled structure in the data. 30 However, this evaluation methodology implicitly assumes that the similarity measure works correctly, i.e., that a larger similarity score indicates a partition that is really more similar to the ground truth. But this assumption may not always hold. When this assumption is false, the evaluation results will be misleading. One of the reasons that can cause the assumption to be false is that 35 a measure may have bias issues. That is, some measures are biased towards certain clusterings, even though they are not more similar to the ground truth compared to the other candidate partitions being evaluated. This can cause misleading results for users employing these biased measures. Thus, recognizing and understanding the bias behaviour of the CVIs is crucial.
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The Rand Index (RI, similarity measure) is a very popular pair-counting based validation measure that has been widely used in many applications [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] in the last five years. It has been noticed that the RI tends to favor candidate partitions with larger numbers of clusters when the number of subsets in the ground truth is fixed [5] , i.e., it tends to increase as the number 45 of clusters increases (we call it NCinc bias in this work, where NC = number of clusters). NC bias means that the CVI's preference is influenced by the number of clusters in the candidate partitions. For example, some measures may prefer the partition with larger (smaller) number of clusters, i.e., NCinc (NCdec) bias.
The following initial example illustrates NC bias for two popular measures, the 50 Rand Index (RI) and Jaccard Index (JI) measures.
Example 1 -NC bias of RI and JI
In this example, we illustrate NC bias for RI and JI. We generate a set of candidate partitions randomly with different numbers of clusters and a random ground truth. We use RI and JI to choose the most similar partition from 55 the candidate partitions by comparing the similarity between each of them and the ground truth. As there is no difference in the generation methodology of the candidate partitions, we expect them to be treated equally on average.
A measure without NC bias should treat these candidate partitions equally without preference to any partition in terms of their different number of clusters.
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However, if a measure prefers the partition, e.g., with a larger number of clusters (gives higher value to the partition with a larger number of clusters if it is a similarity measure), we say it possess NC bias, more specifically, NCinc bias.
Let U GT be a ground truth partition with c true subsets. Consider a set of N = 100, 000 objects, let the number of clusters in the candidate partitions c 65 vary from 2 to c max , where c max = 3 * c true . We randomly generate a ground truth partition U GT with c true = 5. Then for each c, 2 ≤ c ≤ 15, we generate 100 partitions randomly, and calculate the RI and JI between U GT and each generated partition. Finally, we compute the average values of these two measures at each value of c. The results are shown in Figure 1 . Please note 70 that the RI and JI are max-optimal (larger value is preferred). Evidently RI monotonically increases and JI monotonically decreases as c increases. Figure 1 shows that for this experiment, the RI points to c = 15, its maximum over the range of c; and the JI points to c = 2, its maximum over the range of c. Both indices exhibit NC bias (RI shows NCinc bias and JI shows NCdec bias).
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But, does the RI always exhibit NCinc bias towards clusterings with a larger numbers of clusters? The answer is no. We have discovered that the overall bias of some CVIs, including the RI, may change their NC bias tendencies depending on the distribution of the subsets in the ground truth. The change in the NC bias status of an external CVI due to the different ground truths is called GT
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bias. This kind of changeable bias behaviour caused by the ground truth has not been recognized previously in the literature. It is important to be aware of this phenomenon, since it affects how a user should interpret clustering validation results. Next, we give an example of GT bias (GT = ground truth).
Example 2 -GT bias of RI
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We use the same protocols as in Example 1, but change the distribution of the subsets in the ground truth by randomly assigning 80% of the objects to the first cluster and then randomly assigning the remaining 20% of the labels bias. Thus, RI shows GT bias. To summarize, Examples 1 and 2 show that NC bias is possessed by some external CVIs due to monotonic tendencies of the underlying mathematical model. But beyond this, some external CVIs can be influenced by GT bias, which is due to the way the distribution of the ground truth interacts with the elements of the CVI.
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The objective of this article is to study the empirical and theoretical implications of GT bias. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first extensive study of this property for external cluster validity indices. In this work, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We identify the GT bias effect for external validation measures, and also 105 explain its importance.
2. We test and discuss NC bias for 26 popular pair-counting based external validation measures.
3. We prove that RI and related 4 indices suffer from GT bias. And also provide theoretical explanations for understanding why GT bias happens 110 and when it happens on RI and related 4 indices.
4. We present experimental results that support our analysis.
5. We present an empirical example to show that Adjusted Rand index (ARI) also suffers from a modified GT bias.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss 115 work related to the bias problems of some external validation measures. We introduce relevant notations and definitions of NC bias and GT bias in Section 3.
In Section 4, we briefly introduce some background knowledge about 26 paircounting based external validation measures. In section 5, we test the influence of NC bias and GT bias for these 26 measures. Theoretical analysis of GT bias 120 on the RI is presented in Section 6. An experimental example, showing that ARI has GT bias in certain scenarios, is presented in Section 7. The paper is concluded in Section 8.
Related Work
Several works have discussed the bias behaviour of external CVIs. As the 125 conditions imposed on the discussion of the biased behaviour are varied, here we classify these conditions into three categories for convenience of discussion:
i) general bias; ii) NC bias; iii) GT bias.
General Bias. It has been noticed that the RI exhibits a monotonic trend as both the number of subsets in the ground truth and the number of clusters in 130 the candidate partitions increases [14, 15, 16] . However, in our case, we consider the monotonic bias behaviour of an external CVI as a function of the number of clusters in the candidate partitions when the number of subsets in the ground truth is fixed.
Wu et al. [17] observed that some external CVIs were unduly influenced 135 by the well known tendency of k-means to equalize cluster sizes. They noted that certain CVIs tended to prefer approximately balanced k-means solutions even though the ground truth distribution was heavily skewed. The only case considered in [17] was the special case when all of the candidate partitions had the same number of clusters. We will develop the general case, allowing 140 candidate partitions to have different numbers of clusters.
Wu et al. [18] studied the use of the external CVI known as the F-measure for evaluation of clusters in the context of document retrieval. They found that the F-measure tends to assign higher scores to partitions containing a large number of clusters, which they called the "the incremental effect" of the F-measure.
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These authors also found that the F-measure has a "prior-probability effect", i.e., the F-measure tends to assign higher scores to partitions with higher prior probabilities for the relevant documents. Wu et al. only discussed using the F-measure for accepting or rejecting proposed documents, they did not consider the multiclass case.
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NC Bias. The NC bias problem of some external CVIs has been noticed in the literature [19, 5, 20] . Nguyen et al. [5] pointed out that some external validation measures such as the mutual information (MI) (also the work [20] to the distribution of the ground truth.
Notation and Definitions
In this section, we first introduce the notations used in this work. Then we provide the definitions about the different bias behaviours, i.e., NC bias, GT bias which further has two subtypes, i.e., GT1 bias and GT2 bias. 
Notation
Let S be a set of N objects {o 1 , . . . , o N }. A convenient way to represent a crisp c − partition of S is with a set of (cN ) values {u ik } arrayed as a c × N
We denote the set of all possible c-partitions of S as:
The cardinality (or size) of cluster i is N k=1 u ik = n i . When all of the n i are equal to N/c, we say that U is balanced.
Definitions
This section contains definitions for the types of bias exerted on external
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CVIs by their functional forms (NC bias) and the distribution of the ground truth partition (GT bias). We will call the influence of the number of clusters in ground truth partition, U GT , Type 1 or GT1 bias, and the influence of the size distribution of the subsets in U GT Type 2, or GT2 bias. We compare U GT with each V i ∈ CP using an external Cluster Validity Index (CVI) and choose the one that is the best match to U GT . There are two types of external CVIs: max-optimal (larger value is better) similarity measures such 190 as Rand's index (RI); and min-optimal (smaller value is better) dissimilarity measures such as the Mirkin metric (refer to Table 3 ).
We say an external (CVI) has NC bias if it shows bias behaviour with respect to the number of clusters in V i when comparing V i ∈ CP to the ground truth U GT . There are three types of NC bias: 195 1. if a max-optimal (min-optimal) CVI tends to assign higher (smaller) scores to the partition V i ∈ CP with larger c i , then we say this CVI has NCinc (NC increase) bias; 2. if a max-optimal (min-optimal) CVI tends to assign smaller (higher) scores to the partition V i ∈ CP with larger values of c i , then we say this CVI
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has NCdec (NC decrease) bias; 3. if a CVI tends to be indifferent to the values of c i for the partitions V i ∈ CP , we say that this CVI has no NC bias, i.e., NCneu (NC neutral) bias.
Next, we define ground truth bias (GT bias), which occurs if the use of a different ground truth partition alters the NC bias status of an external CVI.
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Definition 2. Let Q and Q denote the NC bias status of an external CVI, CVI, with respect to two ground truth partitions, U GT and U GT respectively, so Q, Q ∈ {NCinc, NCdec, NCneu}. If Q = Q , then CVI has ground truth bias (GT bias).
For example, given U GT = U GT , if a CVI shows e.g., NCinc bias with U GT ,
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and shows, e.g., NCneu bias with U GT , then this CVI has GT bias. Definition 2 characterizes GT bias as an transition effect on the NC bias status of CVI.
There are quite a few subcases of GT bias depending on the properties of U GT and U GT relative to each other. In this article we have studied two specific cases in GT bias, i.e., GT1 bias and GT2 bias. Generally speaking, one external CVI 215 changes its bias status with two ground truth U GT 1 and U GT 2 : i) GT1 bias, the subsets in these two ground truths are uniformly distributed but with different numbers of subsets; ii) GT2 bias, these two ground truths have same number of subsets but with different distributions. The formal definitions of GT1 bias and GT2 bias are described as follows.
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Definition 3. Let U GT ∈ M hrN be a balanced crisp ground truth partition with r subsets {u 1 , . . . , u r }, i.e., p i = |ui| N = 1 r , and U GT ∈ M hr N be a balanced crisp ground truth partition with r subsets {u 1 , . . . , u r }, i.e., p i =
r , where r = r . We say an external CVI has GT1 bias if the NC bias status for U GT is different from that of U GT .
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For example, given U GT with 2 balanced subsets, and U GT with 5 balanced subsets, then if an CVI shows e.g., NCneu bias with U GT , and NCinc bias with U GT , then this CVI has GT1 bias. r−1 . Let U GT ∈ M hr N be another crisp ground truth partition with r subsets {u 1 , . . . , u r } and P = {p 1 , . . . , p r } = {
r−1 , where r = r and p 1 = p 1 . We say an external CVI has GT2 bias if it exhibits different types of NC bias for U GT and U GT .
For example, given U GT ∈ M h5N with p 1 = 0.2 and U GT ∈ M h5N with 235 p 1 = 0.8, if an external CVI shows, e.g., NCinc bias for U GT and shows e.g., NCdec bias for U GT , then this CVI has GT2 bias. 
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U GT = U GT are different crisp ground truth partitions and U GT ∈ M hrN , U GT ∈ M hr N . We summarized the different bias problems discussed in this work in Table 1 .
Pair-counting External Cluster Validity Measures
In this part, we will give some background knowledge briefly about the pair-245 counting based cluster validity measures. In addition, we also provide a list of 26 pair-counting based measures which will be tested for their NC bias and GT bias problems.
Pair-counting based comparison CVIs are a group of popular measures based on counting the agreements and disagreements between two crisp partitions in terms of shared pairs of objects. As in Example 1, we denote the subsets corresponding to the clusters in U and V as {u 1 , . . . , u r } and {v 1 , . . . , v c }. Suppose 
The contingency table that pairs these two partitions is shown in Table 2 . Note that the numbers of clusters in U and V need not be equal, r = c.
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The entry n ij indicates the number of shared object pairs in clusters u i and v j . The row sum, a i , is the number of objects in cluster u i and the column sum, b j , is the number of objects in cluster v j . The number of pairs of shared objects between U and V is divided into four groups: k 11 , the number of pairs that are in the same cluster in both U and V ; k 00 , the number of pairs that 260 are in different clusters in both U and V ; k 10 , the number of pairs that are in the same cluster in U but in different clusters in V ; and k 01 , the number of pairs that are in different clusters in U but in the same clusters in V . And
The sum of k 11 + k 00 is interpreted as the total number of agreements between U and V , and the sum k 10 + k 01 is the total 265 number of disagreements. External CVIs based on pair-counting are computed with these four types of pairs. Please refer to Table 3 for a non-exhaustive list of 26 popular pair-counting based external CVIs [23, 24] . These are the indices which will be discussed in terms of their susceptibility to NC bias and GT bias. 
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we test and discuss 26 pair-counting based external cluster validity indices listed in Table 3 with respect to NC bias, GT1 bias and GT2 bias. And we found that RI and 4 related CVIs show GT1 and GT2 bias behaviour. Table 3 , but due to limited space, we focus our discussion on the results from three representative measures, the RI, JI and ARI (indices #1, #2, and #4 in Table 3 (Figure 4d) . Figures 4e and 4f show that the ARI is not monotonic for either value of c, and is not affected by the number of clusters in U GT . Thus, ARI has NCneu bias. We remark that these observed bias behaviours of the 295 tested external CVIs are based on these experimental settings.
Type 2: GT2 bias Testing
We use an experimental setup similar to that in Example 2. We generate a ground truth by randomly assigning 10%, 20%, . . . , 90% of the objects to the so it still has NCdec bias, but it does not seem to be affected by GT2 bias.
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The ARI in Figures 5e and 5f does not show any influence due to GT2 bias.
It has NCneu bias under these two sets of experimental settings. So, from our empirical results, ARI would appear to be preferable to the RI and the JI in this setting. To summarize, these examples illustrate that the RI can suffer from GT1 bias and GT2 bias; that JI can suffer from NCdec bias but not GT1 bias 315 nor GT2 bias; and that ARI does not suffer from NC bias or GT bias, under the experimental setup we have used here.
Summary for All 26 Comparison Measures
The overall results of similar experiments for all 26 indices in Table 3 led to the conclusion that 5 of the 26 external CVIs suffer from GT1 bias and GT2 320 bias for these experimental settings. These measures are Rand Index (RI) and Hubert [29] :
Gower and Legendre [42] :
Rogers and Tanimoto [43] :
Mirkin [27] : Please note that the external CVIs in equations 2, 3, 4 and 5 are all functions of the RI. This observation forms the basis for our analysis in the next section.
Bias Due to Ground Truth for the Rand Index
In this section, we provide a theoretical analysis for the GT bias, GT1 bias 325 and GT2 bias for the Rand Index. More specifically, we will analyze the underlying reason for the GT bias of RI, based on its relationship with the quadratic entropy. Then, based on the relationship between RI and the quadratic entropy, we will discuss theoretically about when RI shows GT bias, GT1 bias and GT2
bias, according to the distribution of the ground truth and the number of subsets 330 in the ground truth.
Quadratic Entropy and Rand Index
The Havrda-Charvat entropy [46] is a generalization of the Shannon entropy.
The quadratic entropy is the Havrda-Charvat generalized entropy with β = 2.
Havrda-Charvat Generalized Entropy
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The Havrda-Charvat generalized entropy for a crisp partition U with r clus-
where β is any real number > 0 and β = 1. Since H is a continuous function of β, when β = 1
which is the Shannon entropy H S (U ). When β = 2 we have quadratic entropy
It can be shown that in the case of statistically independent random variables
When β = 2, Equation 9 becomes
In [47] , Meila showed that the Variation of Information (VI) is a metric by expressing it as a function of Shannon's entropy. Consider a crisp partition V with c subsets V = {v 1 , . . . , v c }, then
The VI is not one of the 26 indices in Table 3 , but this information-theoretic CVI can be computed based on the contingency table, and it will help us analyze the GT bias of the 5 external CVIs discussed in Section 5.3.
Simovici [48] showed that replacing Shannon's entropy in Equation 11 by the generalized entropy at Equation 6 still yielded a metric,
For β = 2, this becomes
Based on the above introduced concepts, we next introduce how to derive the relationship between RI and the quadratic entropy (i.e., Havrda-Charvat 340 generalized entropy with β = 2). This relationship will help us explain why RI shows GT bias.
Quadratic Entropy vs. Rand Index
Let U and V be two crisp partitions of N samples with r clusters and c clusters respectively. Then the relationship between V I 2 (U, V ) and RI(U, V )
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can be derived as follows [48] .
First, based on Equations 13 and 6, we have V I β (U, V ) as
Now setting β = 2, we get
Equation 16 shows that V I 2 and RI are inversely related. Thus, by analyzing the bias behaviour of V I 2 , it will be easy to understand the behaviour of RI.
Next, we will analyze the GT bias behaviour of V I 2 based on the concept of 350 quadratic entropy.
GT bias of RI
In this section, we will first discuss the general case of GT bias for RI by providing a series of theoretical statements for helping understand why RI shows GT bias, and when RI shows GT bias. Then, we will discuss two specific cases, i.e., GT1 bias and GT2 bias for RI and provide related theoretical statements which will explain when RI shows GT1 bias and GT2 bias. The related proofs are provided in Appendix A.
General Case of GT bias
We introduce Lemma 1 to build the foundation for analyzing the GT bias Lemma 1. Given U ∈ M hrN and V ∈ M hcN , two statistically independent crisp partitions of N data objects, we have
Next, we introduce an important theorem in this paper that demonstrates why RI shows GT bias and when it shows GT bias by judging the relationship between the quadratic entropy of ground truth U GT , H 2 (U GT ) and 1. (ctrue) Figure 6 : 100 trial average RI values with c i ranging from 2 to 9 for c true = 3.
n 1 : n 2 : n 3 indicates the sizes of the three clusters and the corresponding
be a set of generated partitions with different numbers of clusters, where V i ∈ M hciN contains c i clusters which are balanced, 2 ≤ c i ≤ N . Assuming U GT and V i ∈ CP are statistically independent, we have
, then RI has NCinc bias.
Next, we introduce another theorem which helps us understand how do the prior probabilities {p i } and the number of subsets r in the ground truth U GT 395 influence the NC bias status of RI.
Theorem 2. Let U GT ∈ M hrN be a ground truth partition with r subsets {u 1 , . . . , u r }, and let P = {p 1 , . . . , p r } and p i = |ui| N . Let P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p r } denote P sorted into descending order, where p 1 ≥ p 2 . . . ≥ p r . Let CP = {V 1 , . . . , V m } be a set of generated partitions with different numbers of clusters, 400 where V i ∈ M hciN contains c i clusters which are balanced, 2 ≤ c i ≤ N . Assuming U GT and V i ∈ CP are statistically independent, then RI has GT bias. In addition, depending on P and r, we have: , then RI has NCneu bias. Thus RI has GT bias. The above discussion and theoretical analysis are in a more general sense.
Next, we discuss GT1 bias and GT2 bias of the RI, which are two specific types 420 of GT bias with certain conditions imposed on the ground truth. This will also help explain and judge the NC bias behaviours of the indices in the empirical test shown Section 5.
GT1 bias and GT2 bias
First, we start by introducing a theorem for GT1 bias of RI. Figures 4a and 4b) . Next, we introduce a theorem for the GT2 bias of RI. , we have:
When r > 2, We also show the relationship between r and p * in Figure 8 (r takes integer values from 2 to 50). Actually, lim r→∞ p
, where
Next, we conclude our study by giving an experimental example to show that the ARI shows GT bias in certain scenarios.
Example of GT Bias for Adjusted Rand Index (ARI)
In this section we will illustrate that depending on the set of candidate partitions, ARI can show GT bias behaviour in certain scenarios. Recall that the 465 ARI in Figures 1 and 2 had NCneu bias for the method of partition generation used there. We will conduct experiments with a different set of candidates, and will discover that the ARI can be made to exhibit GT bias. We do two sets of experiments using the following protocols. We first generate ground truth U GT 1 by randomly choosing 20% of the object labels from N = 100, 000 470 objects to identify the first cluster. Then, we randomly choose 20% of the object labels from the remaining 80, 000 objects as the second cluster, and finally, we and r, for r in {2, . . . , 50}. randomly assign the rest of the cluster labels [3, c true ] to the remaining objects, where c true ≥ 3. We generate a second ground truth U GT 2 partition in the following way. We randomly choose 20% of the object labels from N = 100, 000 475 objects as the first cluster. Then we randomly choose 50% of the object labels from the remaining 80, 000 objects as the second cluster, and finally, we assign the rest of the cluster labels [3, c true ] to the rest of objects, where c true ≥ 3. We set c true = 5 for both U GT 1 and U GT 2 .
For these two sets of experiments, we generate 100 candidate partitions CP 480 in this way. For each candidate V i ∈ CP , we copy the first cluster from U GT 1 or U GT 2 as the first cluster in V i . Then, we randomly assign the rest of cluster labels [2, Table 3 . Actually, the 4 indices, Mirkin (#3), Hubert (#5), Gower and Legendre (#24) and Rogers and Tanimoto (#25), are all 505 functions of RI. We point out that the observed bias behaviour (NC bias, GT1 bias and GT2 bias) of the tested 26 indices was based on a particular way to obtain candidate partitions. In our experiments the "clustering algorithm" used to generate the CPs was random draws from M hciN . It is entirely possible that sets of CPs secured, for example, by running clustering clustering algorithms 510 on a dataset will NOT exhibit the same bias tendencies. This is just another difficulty of external cluster validity indices, as was illustrated by the fact that we could change the bias status of the ARI by changing the method of securing the candidate. The major point of this work is to draw attention to the fact that there can be a GT bias problem for external CVIs.
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We then formulated an explanation for both types of GT bias with Rand Index based on the the Havrda-Charvat quadratic entropy. Our theory explained how RI's NC bias behaviour is influenced by the distribution of the ground truth partition and also the number of clusters in the ground truth. Our major results in Theorem 1, which provides a computable test that predicts the 520 NC bias behaviour of the Rand Index, and hence, all external CVIs related to it. Rand Index has been one of the most popular external CVIs due to its simple, natural interpretation and has recently been applied in many research work [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Thus, the identified GT bias behaviour for RI with correponding explaination could be helpful for users who apply RI in their work.
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Finally, we gave an experimental example showing that the ARI can suffer from GT bias in certain scenarios.
We believe this to be the first systematic study of the effects of ground truth on the NC bias behaviour of external cluster validity indices. We have termed this GT bias. There are many other external CVIs which have not been 530 tested numerically or analyzed theoretically for GT bias. Our next undertaking will be to study this phenomenon in the more general setting afforded by non pair-counting based external CVIs.
Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. As U and V are statistically independent, we can substitute Equation 10 into Equation 14, obtaining
Proof of Theorem 1. According to lemma 1,
where a = H 2 (U GT ) and b = (1 − H 2 (U GT )) = (1 − a) and x = H 2 (V ). As any 
Please note that p 1 is the biggest cluster's density in the ground truth, based on which we discuss and summarize the influence of p i and r on the 555 NC bias status of RI. We can discuss the relationship between p 1 (p 1 − 
